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Abstract 
This work forms the second part of a two part series      providing the necessary scaffolding for 
the digital forensic discipline      to conduct effective peer review in their laboratories and units. 
The first part articulated the need for a structured approach to peer review in digital forensic 
investigations (Horsman and Sunde, 2020). Here in part two, the Phase-oriented Advice and 
Review Structure (PARS) for digital forensic investigations is offered. PARS is the first 
documented peer review methodology for the digital forensics field, a six staged approach 
designed to formally support organisations and their staff in their goal of facilitating effective peer 
review of DF work, from investigative tasks to forensic activities and forensic analysis processes 
(Pollitt et al., 2018). This article discusses how the PARS methodology      can be implemented, 
and the available options and mechanisms available to ease the interpretation of this model into 
existing practices. Both the early ‘Advisor’ and later ‘Reviewer’  roles in PARS are discussed and 
their requirements and expectations are defined. Three template documents are provided and 
explained: The PARS Advisors template, the PARS Advisor Brief template and the PARS Peer 
Review Hierarchy template, for direct use by organisations seeking to adopt the PARS 
methodology. 
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1 Introduction 
This work is the second      part offered by the authors covering the topic of peer review for the 
field of digital forensic (DF) and their practitioners. In Part 1 (Horsman and Sunde, 2020), the 
need for a structured approach to peer review in the field of DF was      articulated along with 
underpinning literature, highlighting current challenges and issues surrounding peer reviewing DF 
investigations. Here in Part 2, we move to describe ‘what a peer review should look like’ for 
practitioners working in this discipline and propose the Phase-oriented Advice and Review 
Structure (PARS) for Digital Forensic investigations. PARS is a peer review methodology 
designed for rollout across the DF discipline to support organisations in the task of implementing 
a system for reviewing practitioner work in order to uphold and maintain acceptable quality 
standards. PARS is  aimed at supporting any type of DF organisation from DF laboratory 
environments or smaller DF units, private or public. The structure of PARS is described in detail 
and the requirements of each component mapped, which facilitates a partial or stepwise 
implementation. Further, the practicalities and organizational challenges of implementing PARS       
are considered and discussed, and PARS templates are provided      to help practitioners carry 
out the PARS review process in their workplace.  
 
2 What should peer review look like? 
Arguably, a ‘traditional’ styled peer review process in DF could be considered a singular entity, 
which takes place in the closing stage of an investigation. In essence, peer review is often thought 
of as the final (and in some cases, primary) quality control (QC) check undertaken by an 
organisation. As a result, it is naturally considered as a single entity; a process of checking 
‘everything’ a practitioner has done following the close of their work on a given case. The problem 
with this approach is arguably threefold: 
 
1. Efficiency... or Inefficiency: To understand the impact that a traditional styled peer review 
has upon efficiency, one has to consider a peer review, which uncovers significant flaws 
in a given digital forensic investigation process. In such cases, further fundamental work 
may be required, which could include the completion of additional (or re-running of) 
processes or the undertaking of supplementary testing. The problem this causes lies with 
establishing such issues at the close of an investigation, at a time where a practitioners 
‘costed’ time may already have been reached. Traditional peer review approaches provide 
limited room to maneuver, as the practitioner has already undertaken all of the work they 
expected to undertake. Therefore when issues are uncovered, wholesale changes may 
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be required, which could result in ‘overspends’ in terms of time and resources allocated to 
a specific case. When considered in terms of efficiency/inefficiency, if errors are 
considered to cause resource wastage (practitioner time etc.), then their mitigation at the 
earliest opportunity should be considered a priority. In doing so, a potential ‘cascading’ 
and/or ‘snowball effect’ of errors may be prevented (Dror et al., 2017). Consider a 
practitioner who recovers Internet history records, reviews and then reports them, only to 
find that the process they have used has only provided a partial set of data for the 
practitioner to examine. In this case the practitioner must start the investigation again to 
ensure comprehensive data recovery takes place via re-ran processes, effectively 
duplicating work and doubling the resources spent on the case. 
 
2. Reactive rather than preventative: Given that traditional peer reviews take place at the 
end of the DF process, they are by their very nature a reactive process. They are designed 
to evaluate in their entirety the complete investigative process and everything that has 
been generated as a result. In comparison, a peer review which occurs earlier in the 
investigative process, and at defined stages, can rectify any apparent error earlier, and in 
some instances prevent any error from impacting on further aspects of a case (as noted 
above). Perhaps the clearest example of this issue would be where there may be an 
apparent issue with the acquisition of data from a device, yet a practitioner continues to 
rely on this dataset in belief that it is the best acquisition of data that could be attained. A 
traditional peer review might reveal an issue with their acquisition (incomplete, errored 
sectors or verification issue) or an alternative method that could have extracted more data 
(for example, logical vs file system mobile device extraction methods). In either case, the 
practitioner may be required to go back and restart the investigation. Detecting this via a 
peer review at an earlier stage may prevent such issues. Performing peer review earlier, 
at all stages of the investigatory process, will give an opportunity to learn and improve 
skills during casework, instead of learning from mistakes and having to react. This 
approach also provides an opportunity to identify and correct systematic errors that may 
be overlooked or harder to detect at a later stage.   
 
3. Too much to review: A traditional peer review must evaluate all of the investigatory process 
that has taken place. This raises the question as to whether this is too big of a task to 
undertake in one sitting, where a divide and conquer approach to  the peer review process 
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allows more manageable sub-reviews to take place, arguably increasing the chance of 
identifying errors.  
 
The PARS approach presented in this work aligns the peer review process to the typical stages 
of a DF investigation, widely documented in academic literature (Köhn et al., 2006; Casey, 2011; 
Agarwal et al., 2011; Jafari and Satti, 2015). Fig. 1 shows the peer review process staged across 
the DF investigation process. PARS is inspired by the procedure for periodic review of 
investigations, described in the ACPO Murder Investigation Manual (2006), and several of the 
force-level policy documents by National Centre for Policing Excellence (2005 etc. - see also 
Savage and Milne 2011).   
 
 
      
Figure 1: PARS Vs. Traditional peer review models. 
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PARS makes two fundamental changes to traditional peer review: (1) it is multi-staged with the 
requirement for ‘dispute resolution’ procedures, and (2) multi-person divided into two roles 
(‘Advisor’ and the ‘Reviewer’).  
 
2.1 A multi-staged review 
The proposed review structure consists of five ‘stages’, enforcing an iterative approach to peer 
review. We propose that each investigation should pass through four ‘Advisor Checkpoints’ and 
a final ‘Review’ (discussed below). This approach closely aligns to the main steps a practitioner 
will address when conducting casework, which are often considered critical milestones in all 
investigatory processes. In doing so, the review is a constant system of checks and verification 
to prevent not only a singular error from occurring, but to then stop any such error from impacting 
further investigative work. The multi-stages approach is designed to lessen the burden of the 
review by compartmentalising the review into more frequent, but arguably manageable stages. 
 
There is a need to formally acknowledge the need for a ‘dispute resolution stage’ in the peer 
review process. There may be the assumption that peer review is a process of review and 
acceptance, where in reality, narratives may not result in a situation of agreement between the 
Reviewer(s) and the practitioner. Where disagreement occurs, effective dispute resolution is 
required in order to allow a review process to conclude, preventing a state of deadlock from 
occurring. PARS formally acknowledges dispute resolution as a stage of the review process, and 
a process for dispute resolution is outlined in Section 3.2.2.   
  
2.2 A multi-person review 
Whilst counter arguments to such a proposal will lie with resourcing concerns, it is argued that an 
effective review must be one which is undertaken through multiple agents. Here, a proposal is 
made to divide the peer review burden between two entities, one who supplements and guides 
the primary investigator through their casework, followed by a second individual who is 
independent to the investigative process, who reviews the case in its entirety, often via a review 
of the written report. Dividing the task between two roles is done for two main reasons. First, 
advising through Checkpoints and performing peer review of the final report would be a 
substantial workload for a single person, with a risk of reduced quality due to a too burdensome 
process. Second, separating the advice and review tasks is justified with the risk of cognitive bias. 
If the same person should give advice and perform peer review, they would not review with ‘fresh 
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eyes’, and would be biased from what they already knew about the DF investigation of the case. 
Since they already have invested effort to enhance the quality of the result through the peer advice 
stage, a risk of irrational escalation of commitment (Staw, 1981), which may reduce the ability to 
sufficiently critical during the peer review stage. In essence, we are proposing that the roles of 
‘Advisor’ and ‘Reviewer’ (which we introduce in detail below) are two separate individuals. 
 
The ‘Advisor’ and ‘Reviewer’ roles: The distinction between the ‘Advisor’ and ‘Reviewer’ roles is 
that of criticality and position in the review process. During the early stages of the PARS review 
(1-4), those engaging in the peer review process are doing so as a ‘critical friend’. Their role is 
that of advice-giver, taking into account the facts of a given case and the approach of the 
practitioner, offering recommendations for approaching their tasks and where necessary steering 
the investigative process. Whilst those advising at each stage will still check critical facts and 
processes (seen predominantly at stages 1 & 2), the role is to feed-forward, where advice should 
look to increase the comprehensiveness of the investigation. The Advisor role is proposed to be 
undertaken by one individual who can guide the practitioner through each of the five Checkpoints 
(see Fig. 1).  
 
The Advisor role in a DF context is not completely novel, and two roles have been described; an 
investigative advisor with operational experience, and a forensic advisor with scientific 
background (Casey et al., 2019, Casey 2019). The advisory roles are designed for harmonization 
and knowledge management, and should “negotiate the borders between police, DF specialists, 
criminal intelligence analysts and attorneys to cultivate a criminal justice system that treats digital 
traces effectively, has visibility across criminal activities, and addresses crime and security more 
strategically” (Casey, 2019, p.1). Forensic advisors at the Belgian National Institute for 
Criminalistics and Criminology are generalists in forensic science and act as advising body to the 
magistrate, and the aim is to improve communication between the magistrate, the police 
investigators, forensic experts and front-line forensic practitioners (Bitzer et al., 2018). In PARS, 
the role of the Advisor is different. While ensuring a scientifically sound handling of digital evidence 
is crucial, the scope of the PARS Advisor tasks may be defined as a combination of investigatory 
and forensic tasks, since they are meant to oversee a sound handling of the digital evidence 
through the individual phases of the DF process, and the use of a sound scientific approach to 
the examination. In contrast to the forensic advisor role as coordinator, the DF Advisor role in 
PARS is related to supervision and quality assurance (QA).   
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Advisor Brief: It is argued that this position is based on balanced-efficiency, as having a different 
Advisor for each stage may become too burdensome for an organisation. However, it is a 
requirement that the ‘Reviewer’ be separate to this process in order to perform an independent, 
impartial review. This entails that the Reviewer should first conduct the peer review and reach a 
conclusion (if a peer review on level 4-6 in Peer Review Hierarchy is conduced) based solely on 
the report and without any knowledge of challenges during the Checkpoints. If the Reviewers 
conclusion differ from the original conclusion, the Reviewer should then be provided with the 
Advisor Brief, which is used as a supplementary documentation during dispute resolution (see 
Section 3.2.2).   
 
3. The PARS model 
The PARS model is aimed at all organisations carrying out DF investigatory work, encompassing 
both private and public sector DF laboratories and DF units. Typically, most DF casework will 
follow a standardised investigative methodology, but often this methodology omits recognition of 
the need to peer review. Therefore as a first requirement, organisations must ensure that peer 
review is formally acknowledged in their existing practice models and given the time and 
resources to effectively undertake this practice.  
 
Extending the traditional DF investigative model: Over the last 15 years there have been multiple 
investigative models proposed for DF (see scoping reviews from Kohn et al., (2013) and Du et 
al.’s (2017) highlighting many of those in existence), and many maintain at their core, the same 
main aspects of an investigation. Whilst not all (see, for example the acknowledgement of a review 
stage by Agarwal et al., (2011)), many do not explicitly recognise the requirement for a stage 
involving robust peer review as part of the DF investigatory process, or omit to discuss the 
implementation or requirements of it. As a result, this work opts to consolidate existing framework 
discussions and offers a clear requirement for peer review to be part of a 7 stage DF investigative 
process, shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: The proposed investigative model incorporating peer review. 
 
Whilst some laboratories may be subject to oversight and governance from certain accreditation 
standards (for example, in England and Wales, laboratories are expected to now hold the 
ISO17025 accreditation (Horsman, 2019)), there are also those which operate unregulated. This 
may be due to a lack of resources at the laboratories disposal in order to attempt to achieve and 
maintain any accrediting standards, or that cost has effectively ruled it out. The selection of 
standard is primarily based on the purpose of implementing it, and the deliverable promised from 
use, which implies that more than one standard is necessary for process consistency and quality 
assurance (Cusack, 2019). As stated by Cusack (2019, p. 4) “For example, the ISO/IEC 17025 is 
relevant for the certification of general laboratories, it is considered insufficient to certify digital 
forensic practice, practitioners, or information security.” Yet Tully et al. (2020) demonstrated that 
accreditation in itself would not safeguard quality. The accredited forensic laboratories have 
defined procedures for all the processes, and the practitioners are mandated to follow these. The 
level of quality may thus not be measured on the defined procedures, but relies on the compliance 
with these.   
 
Yet regardless of a laboratories position, PARS is a publicly accessible resource to support quality 
management and can be adopted either in line with, or external to, any accreditation regime if a 
DF laboratory or unit does not comply with one. It is important to note that PARS can offer support 
to all DF laboratories and units, regardless of their operational practices as it is designed to bolster 
peer review.   
 
3.1 The Peer Advisor Stage 
If we consider PARS as a compartmentalised process, each element depicted in Fig. 1 above 
must be examined. A checklist for each component is provided in Appendix 1, 2 and 3.  
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3.1.1 Checkpoint 1: Assessment and preparation 
Checkpoint 1 considers all content prior to commencing an actual investigative process. Here, 
the Advisor should cover five main procedural branches, supported by the checklist provided in 
Appendix 1.  
 
1. Case paperwork and data set verification: Whilst this may in practice be a simple task, it 
is important to ensure this is done at the earliest stage possible. Verification of the case 
paperwork should be undertaken to determine the correct point of contact for an 
associated client(s), whether there is an agreed contract of work, and whether the remit 
of work is correct.  
 
If exhibits/data sets are received, they should be assessed/controlled: 
  
a. All exhibits are present and verifiable with associated paperwork, documenting a 
full and sustained chain of custody.  
b. All exhibits are relevant and suitable for the aim of the task.  
c. All exhibits are complete, accurate and authentic. Any deviations should be 
documented accurately. 
 
2. Client requirements and expectations: An evaluation of client expectations and 
requirements is needed, doubling as a ‘feasibility assessment’ of work to be done. It is 
important that at the start of any case, the client is fully and accurately aware of the 
expected product of the work to be done. This is closely linked with the factors of cost and 
time frame, as both can impact upon what can be feasibly achieved within the assumed 
agreed time of an investigation. Establishing the relationship and agreement between 
client and investigator, and ensuring that expectations are accurately defined, is important 
to preventing the need for any dispute resolution in the latter stages of the investigative 
process if expectations have not been met. It is also important to clarify that the practitioner 
and their lab possess the agreed capability for meeting the expectations of the client. For 
example, ensuring that a client is aware of any technical limitations and refraining from 
promising to deliver on a task, which may not be achievable. 
  
3. The task/mandate and case information: The outcome of the DF process relies very much 
on how the initial task or mandate is described, and whether the practitioner receives the 
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necessary information. Starting an analysis with a general and broad “find evidence” 
approach does not necessarily lead to either quality or efficiency. One could argue that 
the party describing the task or mandate is responsible for it being accurate and clear. 
However, this process should be seen as a dual responsibility. The party requiring the 
analysis should be responsible for conveying the task-relevant case information (Dror and 
Cole, 2010; National Academy of Sciences, 2009; President's Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology, 2016; UK Forensic Science Regulator, 2015), and the DF 
practitioner should ensure that this contains sufficient information for performing the task 
successfully.  
 
In criminal investigations, the forming and testing of investigative  hypotheses is frequently 
applied (Fahsing, 2016; Monckton-Smith et al., 2013) and these hypotheses should be 
disclosed as part of the task/mandate for the DF work (Jackson et al., 2015). This enables 
the practitioner to understand the remit of an investigation, which in criminal contexts can 
be very broad. Once investigative hypotheses are known, this allows the DF practitioner 
to make sense of their task in finding information, which may support or refute these 
hypotheses. It is important to note, that without such contexts, an investigation becomes 
a vague, inefficient ‘find evidence’ task, where investigative hypotheses act as a compass, 
guiding practitioners through the examination. 
 
Before starting any investigation, the practitioner should also have a clear understanding 
of the scope of the DF work they are contracted to undertake, i.e. whether the scope is 
investigative advice and/or a comprehensive analysis, with interpretation of the result and 
evaluation of evidence, or a combination of these (Jackson et al., 2015). Investigative 
advice may be the aim at an early stage of the investigation, where examination of the 
digital evidence may provide explanations of what has happened. For example, in a case 
of a suspected abduction, search phrases in the suspect’s web history relating to a specific 
location could provide leads to where the missing person may be found. An evaluative 
opinion might be required at a later stage of the investigation, to consider the strength of 
the digital evidence. An example of such an evaluation could be: The findings from the 
examination provide strong support for that the child sexual abuse images were 
downloaded from the internet by the suspect (hypothesis 1), and no support that the 
images were download by a malware program (hypothesis 2). To ensure transparency, 
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the practitioner should document all case information that was received, the hypotheses 
that form the basis for the examination and the scope of the task.  
 
4. Knowledge and experience (competence): Most DF work requires a combination of 
different knowledge components in order to carry out a comprehensive examination where 
both investigative, legal and technological skills are often required to ensure a high quality 
examination of any digital data (Sunde, 2017). Investigative skills involve decision-making 
psychology, inferential reasoning and dissemination/presentation skills. Investigative skills 
also include knowledge and experience with the particular crime phenomenon under 
investigation, for example who the typical offenders or victims are, or what the typical 
modus operandi is. Legal skills involve knowledge about relevant criminal and procedural 
law, and are necessary in order to understand the particular crime under investigation and 
the conditions that must be violated for the crime to be committed.  Technological 
knowledge is crucial in order to predict where relevant digital traces may be found. An 
examination may require highly specialized technical skills, for example in relation to file 
systems, networked technology or encryption.  
 
5. Understanding the particular offence / surrounding circumstances: Under this thread, 
practitioners should be reviewed for their understanding of the suspected offence, both at 
a legal and procedural level. In the context of legal considerations, we do not propose that 
the DF practitioner should be law experts, but practitioners should have sufficient 
knowledge to understand those acts that constitute an offence and therefore understand 
if information linking to these acts becomes apparent as part of their investigation.  
 
At Checkpoint 1, the Advisor should assess, with support of the checklist in Appendix 1, whether 
the practitioner or team: 
- Have verified the case paperwork and received exhibits/data sets. 
- Have clarified the clients requirements and expectations 
- Have sufficiently documented the task and the case information they have received, the 
hypotheses, and whether they have a clear understanding of the scope and aim of the 
required investigation.  
- Have the necessary investigative and legal knowledge, and technological capabilities for 
carrying out the required investigation. 
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- Have made sufficient use of the available case information, whether they understand the 
legal concepts and evidential themes associated with the suspected offence type(s) and 
whether they have identified relevant legal, investigative or technological limitations or 
difficulties. 
 
3.1.2 Checkpoint 2: Identification, handling, preservation and collection 
Checkpoint 2 governs those processes which focus on device identification, handling, 
preservation and acquisition. The following avenues of discussion exist and form part of peer 
advice at Checkpoint 2. 
1. Device identification and triage: Whilst not a task for all, some DF units/practitioners may 
be involved in the initial search for digital datasets/exhibits. It is important that this process 
is undertaken correctly at the first instance, as often there will be no viable second 
attempts, and therefore this step of peer advice is confined to those involved in these 
tasks. The relevant devices may be identified based on the task description, case 
information and investigative hypotheses of the case. The collection of evidence should 
only be conducted for forensic purposes if there is reason to believe there is relevant 
information to support or refute the hypotheses of the case. If triage decisions are being 
made, following some form of on-scene triage of the digital data held on the device itself 
(noted as ‘device triage’ in Horsman et al., 2014), the practitioner must be aware of the 
limitations of the triage tool and any triage methodology being implemented. In such 
situations, they cannot operate under the belief that this approach will have captured all 
data in all cases.  
 
2. Device handling procedures: Similar to those issues noted above with device 
identification, acquisition procedures in most instances should be straight forward, with 
organisations maintaining a validated methodology which the practitioner must follow.  
 
3. Device acquisition: The acquisition of data in a digital investigation and ensuring this is 
done correctly is of paramount importance, and, in most cases should be a straightforward 
and documented process. However, remote sources of data must now be considered in 
all cases. The storage of potentially evidential information by online services now means 
that the local storage of seized devices is frequently only a subset of data documenting a 
series of events. Access to this data may be difficult, requiring legal authority or third party 
compliance.   
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4. Verification of acquired data set: Verification of acquired data forms the foundation for later 
investigatory work. Therefore, any acquired data must be confirmed as being verified 
using an acceptable method and tool, and the results should be documented. 
 
The importance of Checkpoint 2 lies with the fact that errors at this stage of an investigation can 
be critical. The mishandling of a device can lead to irreversible changes or damage to digital 
content, which may impact the perceived success of an investigation. Errors at the data 
acquisition phase are often irreversible, and could have major consequences for the further 
investigation. For example, if incomplete or erroneous datasets are acquired under the belief that 
they are complete, all subsequent investigatory work involving information from these datasets 
could be undermined. Even though Checkpoint 2 in most cases will be considered as a routine 
step that is straightforward to complete, it remains one of the most important to complete in both 
an accurate and well-documented manner. 
 
At Checkpoint 2, the review process should also consider that it is also common practice for 
laboratories to operate with technician roles, who may be responsible for device handling, 
acquisition and verification. If this structure is in place, then a review at Checkpoint 2 performed 
by the Advisor may require declarations of compliance from an additional member of the 
organisation’s staff (the technician responsible) in order to determine compliance at Checkpoint 
2.  
 
At Checkpoint 2, the Advisor should assess, with support of the checklist in Appendix 1, whether 
the practitioner or team:  
- Have developed a sufficient plan for the search, identified and/or triaged relevant devices, 
and assessed the necessity of taking the devices. 
- Have assessed if the devices are handled with the established procedures, and that any 
deviations are justified and documented. 
- Have considered both locally and non-locally stored information for acquisition, provided 
accurate documentation for the acquisition process, justified and documented any 
deviations from standard procedure, and verified the acquired data set.  
 
3.1.3 Checkpoint 3: Examination 
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Checkpoint 3 focuses on the examination procedures carried out and the motivation for doing so. 
It is important to note that Checkpoint 3 does not concern the scrutiny of any subjective 
interpretation and evaluation of evidential findings; this is Checkpoint 4. The processes and 
procedures undertaken by a practitioner are what require evaluation at this stage with the 
following themes in need of addressing: 
 
a) Understanding of case information: The practitioner/team should understand the particular 
case well enough to be able to outline an examination strategy and relevant examination 
procedures.  In essence, where the practitioner fully and correctly understands the 
behaviors associated with the offence under investigation, they must also develop a 
strategy for assessing whether such behavior is present on any of the digital exhibits being 
examined. For example, a hypothetical case of peer-to-peer copyright media distribution 
should not solely focus on the identification of any pirated media, where processes for 
identifying and examining suspect communication and distribution of this material may 
also be important (to note, this is a non-exhaustive list, simply an example for context).  
 
b) Examination strategy: An examination strategy should be developed based on the case 
information, the investigative hypotheses, and aim of the task. This entails that the 
practitioner understands the particular case well, and is capable of deducing examination 
requirements. If the task/mandate is general, with hypotheses at an offence level, the 
offence hypotheses may be developed into sub-hypotheses on both activity and source 
levels (ENFSI, 2015a; 2015b). In comparison, activity level hypotheses are formed 
regarding the actions performed on the exhibit, for example ‘image ‘X’ was downloaded 
from the internet (or not)’, ‘file ‘X’ is deleted (or not)” or “there is communication with the 
victim on exhibit ‘Y’ (or not)’. ‘Or not’ is included since this constitutes the competing 
hypothesis. Source level hypotheses are concerned with establishing the relation between 
a source and a trace. Examples of a source level hypothesis are ‘The illegal activity on 
the computer was performed by the user account ‘UserX’ (vs by another user account)”, 
or Mr X used the user account UserX when the illegal activity was performed (vs someone 
else used the user account UserX) .  
 
It is important to note that the practitioner’s examination strategy will in most cases start 
with general ‘offence-based’ processing, influenced by what are typical traits associated 
with the specific offence under suspicion. Initial results will then influence ‘follow-up’ 
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processes which over time become more specific to the offence under investigation.  The 
hypotheses define the scope of the examination, and the practitioner should be aware that 
actively searching for evidence out of scope for the hypotheses under investigation might 
be unlawful. 
 
c) Examination procedures: Based on the prediction of possible evidential traces, where they 
may be located and in what form, the examination procedure that is suitable to obtain the 
traces should be decided. The chosen procedure should be evaluated for suitability and 
lawfulness, to ensure that the evaluation does not violate privacy or legal authority.  
 
The practitioner’s approach to processing their case should be reviewed to ensure that 
the processing tool chosen is adequate for the task. This includes determining what the 
tool is capable of, what the practitioner believes it is capable of and finally, what the 
practitioner is trying to achieve by any chosen ‘processing’ process. 
 
The practitioner's implementation of any chosen tool should be evaluated to ensure that 
the tool is suitable for the purpose. This includes examining any tool’s configuration to 
ensure that it is set up to process data in the way that is consistent with what the 
practitioner wants it to do. This is important as practitioner’s may mis-operate tools either 
accidentally, through misunderstanding of functionality or due to a lack of training.  
 
Any validation and testing undertaken or relied upon by the practitioner, to ensure that the 
tools used in a DF process are reliable and produce valid results. Note that this is 
validation of the tool performance, and not a validation of results. The practitioner/team 
must therefore check whether the tool/version and the particular function that should be 
used has been tested (ENFSI, 2015a). If not, the practitioner/team should conduct testing 
themselves. A non-exhaustive list of questions to ask at this point include:  
 
- Has the tool been tested? 
- Have results been verified?  
- What has been done that is beyond a ‘push button’ approach?  
- Is the tool reliable? 
- Has the tool been configured correctly in the first place?  
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- Are there any known tool errors and limitations with the tool, and are they 
accounted for? 
- Are there mechanisms in place to report errors and prevent further usage of that 
tool’s function?  
- Did the practitioner document for which task the respective tool(s) where used? 
- Are errors or limitations documented? 
 
In most cases, data recovery will take place. In regards to the recovery process there are 
the following key themes: 
 
- Are the correct types of data being recovered?  
- Are all the potential relevant data types being recovered? (consider resident 
software and the types of files associated with its usage).  
- Has the recovery completed with or without errors?  
- What areas have been examined, and were any excluded? 
- Are there any false positives or false negatives?  
- Are there any limitations with carving algorithm/tool? 
- Are there issues with file fragmentation or contiguous structures? 
 
Similar to data recovery, data parsing will almost certainly take place. In these cases, 
those questions noted above also apply. Here, it is important to ensure that the process 
used to parse the data is reliable, and that it has been correctly used in order to obtain all 
available data. Any errors, limitations or reservations should be noted. 
 
At Checkpoint 3, the Advisor should assess, with support of the checklist in Appendix 1, whether 
the practitioner or team  
- Have sufficient understanding of the offence under investigation, and the associated 
behaviors that may have left digital traces. 
- Have defined hypotheses at a sufficient sub-levels, and identified relevant sources for 
testing them. 
- Have chosen adequate processing tools, implemented the tools correctly, and assessed 
the reliability and validity of the tool. 
- Considered data recovery and data parsing, checked results for errors, assessed and 
documented error, limitations or reservations. 
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3.1.4 Checkpoint 4: Analysis, interpretation and evaluation 
Both the investigatory hypotheses and aim should have formed the basis for the development of 
a practitioner’s analysis strategy. Via Checkpoint 4, the suitability of this approach must be 
scrutinised. For example, the aim might be to provide investigative advice about who may have 
been involved in a particular crime. Or, the aim could be to provide an evaluative opinion about 
whether a Trojan or suspect downloaded illegal material to a device. The aim could also be to 
verify other information in the investigation, e.g. the suspect claims to have a document relevant 
to the investigation on the computer, and the analysis is limited to examine whether the document 
is there or not. This type of analysis requires minimum or no interpretation, and could therefore 
be subject to factual reporting (i.e. ‘x’ file was present on a device). It is important to take into 
account whether the aim is investigative advice, evaluative opinion, verification/factual result, or 
a combination of these, since this creates implications for any further analysis of digital data and 
how the outcome of this analysis should be documented.   
 
1. Analysis strategy: An analysis strategy should be developed based on the case 
information, the investigative hypotheses and aim of the task. If the aim is to find out what 
has happened, strategies could be directed towards relations, timelines, functions and the 
evidence itself. When the analysis strategy involves forensic questions, analysis strategies 
would involve the use of core forensic processes, such as identification, classification, 
authentication, reconstruction and evaluation, and forensic activities such as interpretation 
and integration (Pollitt et al., 2018).  
 
A relational analysis would focus on identifying relations between entities, such as people, 
mail addresses, aliases, IP-addresses, telephone numbers etc. This type of analysis may 
help to understand the relations between the different entities (that alias X is related to e-
mail address Y), hierarchical structures, and sources of digital evidence that may have 
been overlooked (King, 2006; Casey, 2011). 
 
A temporal analysis will focus on the time and sequence of events. A timeline will provide 
oversight over what happened in which order, and may reveal information gaps. (King, 
2006, Casey, 2011).  
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A functional analysis will revolve around the functions of the computer system. This 
analysis may shed light to whether the computer system had the necessary functionalities 
in place for the criminal act to be committed (King, 2006, Casey, 2011).   
 
Evidence analysis will focus on several aspects. Probably the most important one is to 
establish whether there is a connection between a particular person and the evidence. 
The evidence analysis will explore the ownership of and access to the evidence (King, 
2006). For digital evidence, this may be a complicated process - which sometimes needs 
to be combined with other approaches, such as suspect interviews or criminalistics. It may 
also shed light on the activities related to the evidence (e.g. accessing, creating, 
modifying) or the knowledge of the evidence (traces of hiding, protecting from others etc.) 
(King, 2006). 
2. Testing and validation of findings: Not only must the practitioner test and validate their 
findings, they must demonstrate it. Transparency is the key concept in regards to testing 
and therefore a practitioner must document what they have done, how they have done it 
and any data generated via testing, so these processes can be reviewed.  This content 
should be available for peer scrutiny, and to pass on and support others in the DF 
laboratory or unit, making further reproduction of results more efficient in the future. 
Organisations undertaking DF analysis should have procedures in place to support and 
facilitate testing of results. If not, the practitioner is faced with two choices, either to 
develop and document their own test methodology, or adopt existing frames, for example 
the Framework for Reliable Experimental Design (FRED) (Horsman, 2018b) and the 
Digital Evidence Reporting and Decision Support (DERDS) framework (Horsman, 2019). 
 
3. Interpretation and evaluation of findings: Interpretation involves making sense of the 
findings in an accurate way in the light of the particular case information. Evaluation 
involves assessing and assigning what weight the findings have in relation to the 
hypotheses under consideration. Both interpretation and evaluation of findings must be 
demonstrated and justified in a clear and concise manner. Any analysis which involves 
interpretation or evaluation should adhere to the principles of balance, logic, robustness 
and transparency (ENFSI, 2015b).  
 
a. Balance involves that the findings should be evaluated given at least a pair of 
hypotheses.  
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b. Logic means to address the probability of the findings, and determine to what degree 
they provide support for the respective hypotheses.  
 
c. Robustness means that the findings should be based upon sound knowledge and 
experience of the trace types, and that the reporting should be capable of sustaining 
scrutiny and cross examination (see also three pathways in DERDS, Horsman, 2019). 
Robustness may also be related to how thorough the hypotheses have been tested. 
For example, a negative finding may only be taken into account if the search for 
information is conducted with sufficient precision and effort.   
 
d. Transparency involves that the process of obtaining the result is documented and 
presented in an understandable manner both for the Reviewer and a non-expert. 
 
At Checkpoint 4, the Advisor should assess, with support of the checklist in Appendix 1, whether 
the practitioner or team:  
- Have chosen an adequate analysis strategy. 
- Have validated the findings and provided sufficient documentation. 
- Have interpreted and/or evaluated the findings in line with principles of balance, logic, 
robustness and transparency.  
 
3.1.5 Checkpoint 5: Investigative work complete? 
Checkpoint 5 is a collective check of the previous four Checkpoints. It acts as a gatekeeper, 
preventing unfinished investigations from proceeding to the reporting and presentation stage. 
Essentially, Checkpoint 5 involves a critical review as to whether both the practitioner and the 
Advisor agree that all the necessary investigatory work is complete. If agreement is present, then 
the practitioner can proceed to report their findings in a written report, and submit it for peer 
review. Disagreements require the undertaking of any further suggested work.  
 
For the practitioner to proceed beyond this stage, the Advisor must first ‘sign-off’ the work, 
signifying support for the practitioner's work. Then, the Advisor must submit a ‘brief’, which will 
contain a short description of the key points in the narrative between the Advisor and practitioner 
across the Checkpoints, the key points of debate, any discrepancies/issues and how these were 
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rectified (see Appendix 2 for checklist and Advisor Brief template). The Advisor Brief will be used 
if it becomes necessary to conduct the dispute resolution stage (see section 3.2.2). 
 
3.2 The Peer Reviewer Stage 
 
3.2.1      Reporting and presentation 
The reporting and presentation stage involves a peer review of the product of the investigation. 
This would typically include a written statement or report, but the examination notes/log may also 
provide valuable information for the review. Broadly, ENFSI (2015a) note that there are mainly 
three different types of reporting in investigations (note: the different types reporting may be 
combined in one report) - investigative advice, factual reporting or evaluative opinion expert 
evidence. The description of findings depends on the chosen approach, and the applied 
approach(es) should be explicated in the report. Regardless of the report being produced, the 
results should be presented in compliance with the principles of balance, logic, robustness and 
transparency (see Section 3.1.4). In addition, the ethical and legal perspectives of the case must 
be taken into account. 
 
Yet before a peer review is carried out, it is necessary to consider the scope of the review 
according to the Peer Review Hierarchy for DF, shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3: The ‘Peer Review Hierarchy’ for DF (Horsman and Sunde, 2020) 
 
Whilst each of the levels are described below in order of rigor, it is necessary to state that each 
Peer Review Hierarchy level absorbs those responsibilities of the levels below it. For example, a 
level 4 Conceptual Review includes the specified criteria discussed below, but the Reviewer 
carrying out a Conceptual Review will also be expected to incorporate those requirements in the 
levels below (level 1-3). This should be taken into account when considering the descriptions 
below. 
 
Level 1 - Administrative Check: An administrative check focuses on whether the practitioner has 
undertaken the correct investigation, followed clients requirements and ultimately completed 
those tasks on the relevant exhibits. The review of the report should focus on the following 
queries: 
 
a) Is the mandate/task accurately described, and does the report cover the mandate/task 
and the aim of the examination sufficiently? 
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b) Did the practitioner/team describe the case information that was received prior to or during 
the examination? 
 
c) Has the practitioner/team described their own competence in the report, and was the 
competence adequate for undertaking the task? 
 
d) Is the analysis report completed in compliance with the template implemented by the unit, 
and is it signed? 
 
e) Is the casefile complete? 
 
f) Is the documentation in compliance with the standard applied in the unit? 
 
g) Is the product in line with the agreement/contract with the client?   
 
Level 2 - Proof Check: A proof check entails to review the document for spelling and grammar, 
and should focus on the following: 
 
a) Is the report checked for spelling errors? 
 
b) Does the grammar need to be improved? 
 
c) If abbreviations are used, are they explained - and are they used consistently? 
  
Level 3 - Sense Review: A sense review involves checking if the descriptions of findings and the 
report makes sense as a piece of evidence. The review should focus on the following:  
 
a. Is the language understandable? 
  
b. Are technical terms explained? 
 
c. Has the practitioner/team clearly conveyed whether the reporting is aimed at factual 
reporting, provide investigative advice or an evaluative opinion (or a combination)? 
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d. Is it clear whether the report presents preliminary or final results? 
 
Level 4 - Conceptual Review: A conceptual review is an extensive check of the content of the 
report, but without verification of the results. The main focus on the review will be on the science 
and logic underpinning the report. A particularly important part of this review will be to check the 
internal consistency between the evidence presented in the report and the conclusion. In addition 
to assess logical validity of the conclusion, the review should assess the report for the following 
elements: 
 
1. Balance 
a. Are the hypotheses that formed the basis for the examination described?   
 
b. Are relevant sub-hypotheses defined at the relevant level? (activity, source) 
 
c. Are the results described and evaluated in relation to at least two competing 
hypotheses? 
 
d. Is there internal consistency between the results and the conclusion? 
 
e. Are the evaluative opinions stated in compliance with a defined structure, such as 
the Evidence Certainty Descriptors (Horsman, 2020) or Case Assessment and 
Interpretation framework (CAI) (Jackson et al., 2015), and is the chosen structure 
referenced? 
 
2. Logic 
a. Are the grounds on which inferences/assumptions/interpretations are based 
justified and explained? Are they valid? 
 
b. Is the conclusion balanced, justified and explained?  
 
c. Does the strength of the conclusion reflect the findings it is based upon? 
 
3. Robustness 
a. Does the examination provide sufficient basis for the conclusion? 
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4. Transparency 
a. Does the report refer to established processes/procedures? Are any deviances 
justified and documented? 
 
b. Are the processes and methods described accurately so that they may be repeated 
by others? 
 
c. Does the practitioner/team demonstrate a clear distinction between facts and 
opinions (inferences/assumptions/interpretations/evaluations about facts)? 
 
d. Are the findings presented accurately? 
 
e. Are the findings related to the context in which they were found? 
 
f. Are negative findings (searched, and did not find) documented (Horsman, 2018a)? 
 
g. Are reservations/uncertainty/limitations with methods, tools, results or conclusions 
conveyed? 
 
 
5. Ethical/legal 
a. Did the practitioner/team conduct the examination and reporting in accordance 
with the criminal procedure act and applicable code of conduct/ethics? 
 
b. Did the practitioner/team demonstrate independence during the examination and 
reporting? 
 
c. Was the presumption of innocence operationalised during the examination and 
reporting? 
 
d. Have traces that may indicate innocence or mitigating circumstances actively 
been searched for and documented? 
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e. Have searches for information that could confirm the suspect’s account been 
conducted and documented? 
 
It is important to note that where a Reviewer opts for a peer review type at Levels 1-4, the review 
is based on the descriptions of evidential findings in the analysis report. Therefore, the Reviewer 
will not have the opportunity to verify any findings via these review types. These review types 
operate on an assumption that the practitioner has carried out all of the investigatory processes 
correctly up until the point of completion, where only the contents of the report is subject to 
evaluation as part of the review. It is not until Levels 5-7 where the review includes the verification 
of evidential findings, and arguably a more robust review process.  
 
Level 5 - Sampled Verification Review: A sampled verification review includes verification of the 
findings uncovered by the examining practitioner. A verification of all the findings may not be 
feasible or necessary, and a dip-sampling approach may therefore be relevant. The Reviewer 
should verify a representative sample.  In order to minimize interpretation errors, the Reviewer 
should use a different tool than the initial examiner for verification. The Reviewer should document 
those findings which could be verified, and which could not, and whether any deviances were 
uncovered. The review should focus on the following:  
 
a. Did the practitioner/team make all findings and associated data available for 
verification? 
 
b. Can a representative sample of the results be verified (by the Reviewer) through 
using a different tool than the initial examiner used? 
 
c. Has the Reviewer provided accurate documentation of the verification process, 
and which results that have been verified? 
 
 
Level 6 - Full Verification review: A full verification review involves reviewing and verifying all the 
findings described in the analysis report, taking into account the requirements of a sampled 
verification review and applying these across all data. The review should focus on the following:  
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a. Did the practitioner/team make all findings and associated data available for 
verification? 
 
b. Can all results be verified (by the Reviewer) through using a different tool than the 
initial examiner used? 
 
c. Has the Reviewer provided accurate documentation of the verification process, 
and which results that have been verified? 
 
Level 7 - Re-examination: A re-examination will entail completing the examination, analysis, 
interpretation and reporting a second time by someone who has not worked with the case before, 
and has no knowledge of the results from the initial examination. The re-examination should 
preferably be conducted with different tools that the original examination. This will be the most 
time and resource intensive type of review, but will arguably provide the best opportunity for 
scrutiny of the practitioner’s results by reducing the chance of bias. This approach may lead to 
new findings as well as new interpretations of existing findings.  
 
The requirement of using another tool on level 5-7 is important, since tools may have flaws and 
interpret data differently. If the same tool is used for verification/re-examination, the opportunity 
to reveal interpretation error is lost. This may be compensated to some degree by reviewing the 
raw data manually, which requires expert level knowledge on file systems.   
 
3.2.2 Dispute Resolution 
The PARS model maintains an optional stage, to be called upon when required; that of dispute 
resolution. Whilst it is hoped that peer reviews take place in an amicable and supportive fashion, 
disagreements are almost inevitable, where in such instances, it is necessary to have appropriate 
procedures in place to deal with this scenario. An absence of dispute resolution runs the risk of 
the review process reaching a deadlock, which cannot be broken by the two parties (practitioner 
and Reviewer) alone. Where the Reviewer and practitioner disagree on a course of action (the 
need for additional work, a disagreement in evidence interpretation etc.) there must be a defined 
way in which this can be brought to a satisfactory endpoint.  
 
It is important to note that the initial examiner and the Reviewer should not be left alone with the 
problem of solving the dispute. Any dispute resolution should be a formalised and structured 
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process, which should be escalated to management level. Dror and Pierce (2019, p. 7) state that 
“verifiers and initial examiners should not attempt to resolve the disagreement on their own, 
among themselves. Disagreements should be brought to the attention of management for 
investigation and documentation for resolution (e.g. understanding source/reason for the 
disagreement and soliciting additional opinions), as well as used for learning purposes.” As per 
documentation of dispute resolution they state: “Furthermore, the initial disagreement, as well as 
the outcome of the differing opinions or interpretations of the evidence, must be clearly stated in 
the report“ (Dror and Pierce, 2019, p 7). Those in managerial positions within an organisation 
should conduct and evaluation of what the dispute revolves around. They may choose to bring in 
a third internal Reviewer, or commission an external reviewer. It is of great importance that 
transparency is exercised in the dispute resolution phase. If the first examiner’s conclusions are 
changed, it should be clearly conveyed what the changes are, and the reasons for the adjustment. 
Some disputes may be complicated to solve, and it may eventually be up to the court to conduct 
the final assessment of upon which conclusion they base their decision.  
 
Fig. 4 maps the proposed dispute resolution structure, which begins when the Reviewer raises 
an issue with a submitted report that is not agreed with by the practitioner. In this case, a dispute 
is raised and formal resolution procedures must begin with first engaging the management 
structure that a dispute is lodged. At which point, management will facilitate mediation between 
all parties, taking into account the Advisor’s submitted brief. Mediation is a form of dispute 
resolution, facilitated by a third party who supports discussions in order to determine if an 
agreement can be sought (Citizens Advice, 2020; British Columbia International Commercial 
Arbitration Centre, 2020). At this point mediation attempts to find a resolution but does not enforce 
or bind parties to one, as in absence of one, a third party reviewer must be appointed to undertake 
a blind review. Following completion of the third parties’ review, management must facilitate 
arbitration between all parties. Arbitration is defined as ‘a procedure in which a dispute is 
submitted, by agreement of the parties, to one or more arbitrators who make a binding decision 
on the dispute’ (WIPO, 2020). This binding decision ultimately is undertaken by those in senior 
managerial positions taking into account all parties involved.  
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Figure 4: The dispute resolution process. 
 
Decision: At the close of the dispute resolution phase a decision must be made. Yet what this 
decision is, and the impact of it, depends on the dispute itself and may differ from case to case. 
It is also possible that not all parties may agree with any given decisions, and where this occurs 
(albeit likely in the minority of cases), there must be transparency in the decision making process 
and the reporting of this to the client, where in some cases it may be necessary to disclose all 
opposing opinions. One of the main points to distinguish when making a final decision following 
any arbitration process, is the difference between disputes over opinion where scope for open-
ended interpretation exists (for example, questions involving identifying someone on CCTV 
footage), and disputes over technical interpretations where it is possible to determine a right or 
wrong answer (an interpretation of an artefact) (UK Forensic Science Regulator, 2017).  Some 
evidential situations may revolve around the quantity or quality of the information upon which the 
decision should be made, because there is necessary information to make a decision. However, 
sometimes the information is not sufficiently complete or accurate to reach a conclusive decision, 
meaning any decision could be ‘inconclusive’, reflecting the very limited weight of the evidence 
(Dror and Langenburg, 2019). For example, uncovered file fragments lacking information about 
where they existed on a machine prior to deletion, which user behavior they could be attributed 
to, or how they came to reside upon the device in the first instance may lead to an “inconclusive” 
result. 
 
 
 
4 Discussion  
Every DF laboratory or unit maintains their own set of challenges to consider, unique to their 
organisation. It would thus be naïve to believe that the PARS model could be implemented without 
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encountering obstacles and challenges. In this section, we will discuss issues concerning 
implementation and adaptability, and also strengths and limitations of the proposed PARS model. 
Eventually, some future directions are suggested.   
 
4.1 How long will a review take? 
One of the main assumed concerns around using PARS is the increased burden that the 
methodology may be considered to place upon an organisation in terms of ensuring that it is 
effectively resourced and implemented. It is therefore useful to consider the use of PARS as a 
culture change to lab environments where the review process should be costed into an 
investigation. This way, the overall review process becomes part of the overall investigative 
process, rather than becoming an element that is ‘bolted-on’ to the end.  
 
The PARS model identified two key roles, the Advisor (responsible for supporting a practitioner 
through five Checkpoints and for the production of an Advisor Brief) and a Reviewer (responsible 
for the peer review of the report).  
 
The Advisor Role: The Advisor role is continuous throughout the investigative process, and 
therefore we expect Advisors to operate this role alongside their own set of casework, fitting in 
Checkpoints in the PARS process appropriately. It is not possible to attribute an equitable amount 
of time to each Checkpoint, as there are differences in the size of the task at each stage, and 
every case maintains different challenges. Since the need for advice will vary, the Advisors should 
dynamically allocate their time to Checkpoints where it is most needed.  
 
For obvious reasons, it is difficult to estimate the amount of time an Advisor will spend in total as 
part of this role. We put forward an estimate of 2.5 hours that the Advisor will likely spend advising 
across the 5 Checkpoints based on the hypothetical ‘average’ case. However, extraordinary 
situations may require more from this role. For example, if the DF practitioners normally work 
individually with a case, and are assigned to a case that requires teamwork, the Advisor may need 
to reserve additional time. There could also be technological or methodological challenges in a 
case that would require the practitioner to revisit the former steps of the DF process, which also 
would require more time from the Advisor.  
 
The Reviewer Role: The Reviewer role is singular; to scrutinise and evaluate a practitioner's 
reported findings. An allocation of time here depends on the agreed review option chosen from 
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the Peer Review Hierarchy (Horsman and Sunde, 2020). Fig. 5 aims to provide an estimate of 
time allocations in a hypothetical case, and is based on the authors’ own experience. The choice 
of review type may depend on a number of factors, and to ensure a consistent policy which a 
given DF laboratory or unit will commit to enforcing, the reviewer should consult the senior 
management when the review type is to be decided. The policy may include the adoption of 
different review types for volume vs serious crime types, or where a particular high profile case is 
under examination. In turn, a DF laboratory or unit may commit to a strategy for certain peer 
review types for certain offence types. Regardless of the position, it is important to consistently 
apply it. 
 
 
Figure 5: Time allocation for review type. 
 
Finally, it becomes difficult to put a time frame on the dispute resolution phase of PARS, but it is 
expected that this mechanism will only be activated in the minority of cases. It is not expected 
that dispute resolution will be burdensome to organisations, given its importance to quality 
assurance, it that it is a key and uncompromisable stage. 
 
4.2 What if I cannot implement all of PARS? 
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There may be uncertainties with regards to implementation and adaptability of PARS. DF work 
may be automated such as in concepts like DFaaS (van Baar et al., 2014; van Beek et al., 
2015; van Beek 2020), or handled as a shared task between several laboratories. The PARS 
model is based on the well-known and accepted DF process, with the aim of being generic 
enough to be implemented in any DF unit or laboratory environment, but there may be situations 
where the complete PARS model may not fit. The work considers all efforts to improve existing 
review processes as a positive step, and it is acknowledged that such wholesale adjustments to 
this review mechanism may be seen as disruptive if done all at once. Since the stages of PARS 
are described in detail, it is possible for organisations to phase PARS’s implementation and to 
use parts of the framework, then expand to full implementation at a later stage.  
 
The requirements for each Checkpoint and then subsequent peer review type (selected from the 
Peer Review Hierarchy) are fully described, and the elements that should be scrutinised in each 
are included within the appropriate templates found in Appendix 1 & 3. This should facilitate the 
implementation of PARS to be more achievable, as it allows an organization when completing 
the PARS paperwork to be transparent with regards to the scope of the implementation of 
PARS in their quality management system. A hypothetical example of a statement in the 
analysis report may be - ‘Quality measures: following the DF process in case ‘X’, advice was 
provided at Checkpoints 1 and 2, and a Sampled Verification review of the analysis report and 
findings was carried out’. In such a case, it is clear that Checkpoints 3-5 are not utilised by the 
organisation, and that not all findings were subject to verification during the peer review. 
 
It may also not be possible to conduct a peer review of all the cases handled by the organisation, 
where in practical terms, workloads and case turnovers may exceed available peer reviewing 
resources. Whilst this is not ideal, there are several aspects that should be taken into account if 
only a selection of cases are to be subject to peer review using PARS. It may be assumed that 
the practitioner will adjust their operating practices, and be more careful and accurate when 
knowing that the work will be checked. Therefore, if only a selection of cases would undergo peer 
review, it is important that the case selection is done in an unpredictable manner through ‘dip 
sampling’. To prevent cognitive bias by the Reviewer, any sample taken should include cases of 
different gravity, and not only include cases that contain actual findings, but also cases with no 
findings or inconclusive results (Ballantyne et al., 2017).    
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Where only a subset of cases in an organisation are to be peer reviewed, a ‘risk-based approach’ 
for both case selection and determining the scope of a PARS implementation may be appropriate. 
A risk management and risk-based thinking is included in acknowledged guidelines and standards 
such as ENFSI (2015a) and ISO 9001:2015 (International Organization for Standardization, 
2015).  As part of this approach, an organisation should consider factors that will as a standard 
trigger a selection for peer review, as well as factors which may lead to a broader review scope 
(peer review types at Levels 5, 6 or 7). Hypothesised high-risk situations may include: 
  
a) The type of case is new to the investigating practitioner, or he/she has limited knowledge 
of the type of case/type of data likely to reside in it. 
b) The case requires the use of novel technology or techniques/methods (SWGDE, 2018). 
c) The charge/indictment is mainly based on the digital evidence obtained through the DF 
investigation. 
d) The outcome/results of the DF work may lead to severe consequences for the suspect. 
e) The demographics of the case are beyond what is typically seen (for example, an 
abnormally large number of exhibits are included for examination). 
 
ENFSI (2015a) underlines the relation between risk analysis/mitigation and peer-review, and 
suggests a combination of a dip-sampling and risk-based approach when selecting cases for 
peer-review. 
 
4.3 How do you make a PARS review efficient? 
There are several factors that are important for PARS to become an effective quality framework.  
In Fig. 5, hypothetical review times were provided, and flexibility concerning time allocation is 
possible. Each specific organisation must define their own variable time frameworks taking into 
account what works best for them.  
 
Checklists are provided to ensure those involved in the PARS process are directed towards 
appropriate areas in both the Checkpoints (Appendix 1 and 2) and Peer Review Hierarchy levels 
of PARS (Appendix 3), and organisations adopting PARS are encouraged to use these. These 
checklists contain queries which the Advisor/Reviewer should seek answers to during the PARS 
process. Clear communication of the result of the Advisor/Reviewer’s work is important, and this 
should be easily accessible and interpretable by those who wish to vet it. Therefore PARS uses 
a traditional ‘traffic lights’ styled-system for each Checkpoint or review level  to communicate 
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whether the work is approved (green light), whether there are uncertainties or minor errors that 
should be corrected (yellow light), or finally whether there are major errors that need to be 
corrected (red light). The traffic light system is proposed as a simple, clear method of 
communicating the results of a review for distinguishing any issues which could exist at any given 
stage. The checklists should be available for the practitioners during casework, for self-evaluation 
purposes before submitting the report for peer review. The checklist will probably enable the 
practitioner to identify limitations and errors themselves, which they may correct before the report 
is handed over to the Reviewer. This will ease the burden for the Reviewer, but also for the 
practitioner - who will have less to correct after review is conducted.    
 
4.4 Who can review or advise, and how? 
As the PARS methodology has two distinct roles, it is necessary to consider those who are 
suitable candidates for each. As each role comes with their own responsibilities, it is important 
that an organisation thinks carefully about the assignment of these positions as they may not be 
best suited to everyone. In some cases, assignment of these roles will be dependent on the size 
of an organisation, and who is available to undertake the task. Whilst this is not ideal, it is arguably 
an accurate reflection on the state of the DF field, and a realistic consideration that the perfect 
scenario does not always exist.  
 
In both roles, highly skilled and experienced practitioners are required, yet it should be noted that 
the Advisor and Reviewer roles are considered progressive. This is due to the Advisor’s primary 
responsibility to guide and offer advice whereas the Reviewer is the gatekeeper, preventing 
substandard work from leaving the confines of an organisation. As such, there is a difference in 
the level of responsibility placed on each role. Fig. 6 provides a typical route expected to be taken 
by those who are involved in PARS, where those practitioners who are using PARS will start as 
a trainee Advisor progressing once necessary experience is gained. Therefore, those who are 
operational as a Reviewer have all of the necessary experience of the additional PARS roles. 
Organisations should also consider the development of formal training as part of the preparation 
for those who are to be assigned active roles in PARS. The training should aim at preparing 
practitioners for conducting peer review, its purposes and duties, obligations and conduct 
requirements expected at each stage. Both roles would require expert DF knowledge and skills, 
and training for the Advisor role should preferably include supervision training.  
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Figure 6: Role progression in PARS 
 
The Advisor: An Advisor will provide support and guidance to the practitioner carrying out the 
work that is subject to review. Therefore the Advisor, at a minimum, is expected to be experienced 
enough to fully understand the organisational processes, have in-depth knowledge of the offence 
type being investigated, and investigative experience of the device types being examined and 
tools used to carry out this task. Therefore, where possible, it is recommended that the Advisor 
should be at least equal in experience to the investigating practitioner, but preferably more 
‘experienced’.    
 
The Reviewer: The Reviewer role is reserved for those senior in an organisation due to the 
responsibility assigned to the role, and the level of knowledge and skills required from the 
Reviewer to perform the task. The problem this raises is that some smaller organisations may not 
have many practitioners employed who would be classified as suitable for this role. Where an 
organisation only has a small number of potential Reviewers, this may cause potential work 
loading issues, where all reviews may be directed consistently to a single or small number of 
individuals. From an organisational point of view, this may be considered acceptable as those 
individuals may be financially rewarded for this task, but this may inadvertently compromise the 
review process. 
 
Where Reviewers are consistently performed by the same individuals, it raises concerns as to 
who reviews the Reviewer? As reviews are potentially only as robust as the knowledge of the 
Reviewer, it is important to ensure that reviewer work is in itself reviewed at strategic intervals to 
prevent bad practices and issues from going unnoticed. This acknowledges that the Reviewers 
themselves are not infallible, and that quality checks must occur at this stage, ensuring that the 
PARS process is not compromised. Those new to both the Advisor and Reviewer roles require a 
period of mentorship and scrutiny of their own actions. Specifically in relation to newly appointed 
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Reviewers, their reviews should be subject to scrutiny, analogous to a period of ‘Reviewer 
probation’.  
 
In all instances, the Reviewer and Advisor in any one case must be separate. This means the 
verification of the results may be conducted without being subject to contextual information that 
may cause a wide range of cognitive biases. The biases happen mainly on a subconscious level, 
and can not be controlled by mere willpower. First, there is a risk of ‘confirmation bias’, which is 
the tendency to look for information that is consistent with your own opinions of a given scenario 
and overlook or ‘explain away’ information that contradicts it (Nickerson, 1998). Second, 
escalation of commitment may occur when the Advisor has invested time and effort in the results, 
and may fail to see the limitations due to this (Sleesman et al., 2018). Third, a ‘bias cascade effect’ 
may also occur meaning that bias cascading from the previous Checkpoints roll into the review 
phase (Dror et al., 2017). Forth, a ‘bias snowball effect’ can occur meaning that the bias grows 
stronger due to several sources of irrelevant information being integrated and influencing each 
other (Dror et al., 2017). Fifth, there is a risk of ‘status effects’, which means that the perceived 
status of the Advisor or initial examiner biases how the result is evaluated by the Reviewer 
(Mattijssen et al., 2020).  
 
As a result, it is argued that the most effective way to avoid cognitive bias implications is to ensure 
both the Advisor and Reviewer are separate individuals and to manage the information that the 
Reviewer gets access to, and which time certain information is introduced. To ensure high quality 
of the review, the initial examiner should not have the opportunity to appoint Reviewers 
themselves. “Reviewer ‘shopping’ may create groups with common interpretation and reporting 
practices within disciplines, where some groups provide conservative opinions and others more 
liberal interpretations of the weight of evidence. These may produce undesirable relations of trust 
and deference.” (Ballantyne et al., 2017 p. 72). 
 
4.5 Blind reviews 
A change in Advisor/Reviewer personnel raises the question as to whether the Reviewer stage 
should be conducted blind. From other forensic science disciplines, there is a significant body of 
empirical research on the effect of contextual information on observations and decisions (see an 
overview in Dror, 2016). Double blind peer review is also generally accepted as the gold standard 
for peer review in academic journals. The effectiveness of peer review relies on that also this task 
is performed in the correct manner. If the Reviewer is not blinded for irrelevant contextual 
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information (in PARS - who performed the initial examination, who was the Advisor, what was the 
conclusion) there is a risk that the bias cascades from the investigation stage to the peer review 
stage. The result may be that the Reviewer reaches the same conclusion as the initial examiner 
- caused by the influence of the biasing information.  
 
Since we cannot exclude what we already know by mere willpower, a more effective approach is 
to ensure that the Reviewer is unexposed to the biasing irrelevant contextual information before 
conducting a review. “Blind verification is true verification, not a ‘rubber stamp’, as it forces the 
verifier to properly examine the evidence and enables one to see if they reach the same 
conclusion” (Dror and Pierce, 2019 p. 7). Blind peer review in PARS entails that the Reviewer: 
 
a. Does not know who gave advice. 
b. Does not know who conducted the initial examination. 
c. Does not know the initial conclusion (Peer Review Hierarchy level 4-7).   
 
Blind peer reviewers and their examiners are more likely to disagree in the blind peer review 
procedures compared to when they see the others interpretation and conclusion (Mattijssen et 
al., 2020). Whilst disagreement does not equate to a quality review, it does help to negate 
‘laboratory politics’ and/or a fear of scrutinising colleagues for fear of backlash. However, it is also 
acknowledged that in smaller organisations this may not be possible to avoid.  
 
As part of a blind review at the Peer Review Hierarchy level 4-6, the Reviewer should first read 
the report and / or verify the results, before deciding upon the conclusion. At this point, the original 
practitioner generated conclusion should be unmasked, to assess whether they are consistent. If 
so, the result is verified. If not, the next step would be to move to the dispute resolution level (See 
Section 3.2.2), where the Advisor Brief document should also be taken into account. The reason 
for this approach is to prevent circular reasoning from conclusion to the evidence, where the 
conclusion affects the interpretation of results. The approach is inspired by Linear Sequential 
Unmasking (Dror et al., 2015), which is a procedure for managing when task relevant information 
is introduced in the forensic decision process in order to minimize bias. 
 
A full re-examination at the Peer Review Hierarchy level 7 should be conducted by someone who 
has not worked with the case before. The re-examiner should not read the report from the initial 
examination, and thus have no knowledge of the results/conclusion prior to conducting the task.  
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In the review process, the initial examiner may also be influenced by contextual factors, such as 
the status or reputation of the Reviewer. If the initial examiner knows who the Reviewer was, the 
status effect may cause the initial examiner to accept erroneous conclusions by the Reviewer. 
The practitioners should thus not be informed about who conducted the peer review of their report.  
 
Conclusively, we recommend double blind review as the gold standard also for DF peer review, 
although we acknowledge that this is not achievable for all units and organisations.  
 
4.6 How to capture the PARS review 
As part of this work, three template documents are provided to support those seeking to 
implement PARS. The checklists may be used as is, forming a paper trail of the peer advice and 
peer review stages of PARS, or may be digitalised and implemented in systems where parts of 
the DF process is automated or handled in a digital environment.  
 
The PARS Advisors template (Appendix 1): This document is a checklist that covers all of the 
Checkpoints (1-4) where the Advisor will have a narrative with the investigating practitioner, and 
offer peer advice, including any respective queries that should be considered. In essence, every 
case should maintain a single PARS Advisors template, which stays with the case documentation 
for the duration of the investigation, and be updated at every Checkpoint by both the practitioner 
and Advisor with regards to any agreed actions. The PARS Advisors template stays with the case 
itself. 
 
The Advisor Brief (Appendix 2): At Checkpoint 5, the Advisor should complete an Advisor Brief 
document, which is a short summary of the narrative had with the investigating practitioner, 
agreed/disagreed actions and any key points of note. The Advisor Brief document is signed by 
the Advisor, and is used in those cases where it is necessary to run the dispute resolution process. 
 
The PARS Peer Review Hierarchy template (Appendix 3): This template is a checklist for the peer 
review stage, and covers the Levels 1-6 in the ‘Peer Review Hierarchy’. When a Reviewer has 
determined the level of review that will take place, this should be acknowledged on the document 
and therefore only the corresponding review level boxes should be complete.  
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When a review is finished, a copy of a completed PARS Peer Review Hierarchy template should 
be provided to the investigating practitioner, supplying them with the results of the review, 
feedback and guidance on identified errors, any uncertainties which exist in the analysis report 
and which parts that need to be improved. The template provides oversight over what has been 
checked and reviewed as part of the review itself, and enables scrutiny and evaluation of the 
review itself. In addition, it also facilitates transparency on what has not been scrutinized, defining 
the scope of the review which is important to avoid any misconceptions or inflated trust with 
regards to the quality of any given evidence. When complete, these documents should be 
archived.  
 
Archiving: As with all case data, a period of archiving is necessary in order to facilitate any future 
work requests or to fulfil necessary legal requirements of a specific investigating jurisdiction. The 
formal recording of a PARS review using the PARS template maintains three benefits to the 
organisation. First, a traditional peer review processes may be informal in structure and lack the 
rigorous recording of what took place and the outcome of a review. Whilst records of a review 
taking place, and by whom, may be maintained by an organisation, they may not be robust enough 
to be able to evaluate the depth of review carried out at that period of time. The PARS template 
provides a detailed structure for describing all actions and outcomes as part of the review in a 
format which is easily archivable, retrievable and understandable (allowing future scrutiny of the 
process where required). Second, a benefit of formally recording the PARS review is the ability to 
learn from past reviews for the purpose of continual quality improvement. (Obenson and Wright, 
2013). Third, as previously stated, roles in PARS are progressive. Therefore, those who are 
trainee Advisors and Reviewers may find archived reviews a useful training tool, subject to having 
the ability to do this, taking into consideration any organizational or jurisdictional constraints.  
 
For transparency, a practitioner’s analysis report(s) should include a statement conveying 
whether peer review has been performed, and at which level in the Peer Review Hierarchy. In 
addition, any significant disagreements in opinion should be stated in the report together with a 
description of how a disagreement was solved, and a justification of any approach, which brought 
about the final result noted in the report (Ballantyne et al., 2017). Where there are any unresolved 
disputes regarding the content of the report, a declaration within the report should also be made.  
4.7 What is the cost of implementing PARS? 
Quality assurance (QA) in the form of advice, and quality control (QC) in the form of peer review, 
are organisational activities that will inevitably require resources. From a monetary point of view 
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the cost of quality will according to what is referred to as ‘Crosby’s model’ be a product of the cost 
of conformance with the QA and QC measures, plus the cost of non- conformance, which involves 
the cost of error-corrective measures (Schiffauerova and Thomson, 2006). The cost of QA and 
QC in PARS lie with first, training Advisors and Reviewers in order to engage effectively with the 
PARS process, second PARS implementation costs, ensuring the correct processes are in place 
to facilitate PARS becoming part of an organization's operational practices and third, time spent 
on PARS activities. 
 
Any DF organisation needs to understand and acknowledge the value of QA and QC in order to 
invest in this activity. By implementing the proposed peer advice stage, it is expected that fewer 
errors and uncertainties will enter the formal peer review stage, which should lead to smaller 
workloads at the latter stage. The cost of implementing PARS should be considered against the 
potential costs which may be incurred through a lack of QA and QC measures. In such cases, 
inadequate measures for QA and QC may cause reputational damage, a loss of profitability 
(having to allocate additional resources to redo work), lead to lost market shares and in some 
cases have legal repercussions. From a criminal justice system perspective, undetected errors 
and uncertainties may lead to miscarriages of justice. 
 
4.8 Is PARS efficient? 
To our knowledge, very few digital investigation/digital forensic process models have integrated 
QC (see the overview offered in e.g. Casey, 2011; Yusoff et al. 2011). Of those who have 
integrated QC, it has been defined as a reactive activity (see for example Carrier & Spafford, 
2003; Baryamereeba & Tushabe, 2004). PARS aims at improving quality prior to the peer review 
stage, through implementing a proactive peer advice stage, which runs alongside the natural 
stages of an investigation.  
 
Traditionally, peer review has been divided in technical and administrative peer review (Ballantyne 
et al., 2017 Watson and Jones, 2013). The Peer Review Hierarchy for DF implemented in PARS 
(Horsman and Sunde, 2020) presents a more fine-grained approach to QC in the peer review 
stage, which enables higher transparency in the scope of the QC activities that have been 
performed. In addition, PARS includes the peer advice stage, which may contribute to the 
improved quality of any DF casework prior to entering the peer review stage.  
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It is important to note that peer review itself is not a foolproof concept for error mitigation, but 
providing it is implemented and resourced appropriately, it may contribute to improve quality 
(Welner et al., 2012). The error-detection rate will rely heavily on the quality of the peer review 
procedure, where a malfunctioning quality framework can actually have a negative effect. A poorly 
performed peer review will add another layer of trust to what is already often perceived as 
objective and reliable evidence, which may obscure the true probative value of the evidence. The 
aim with PARS is primarily to enhance the quality of ongoing DF investigations by preventing and 
uncovering errors, and second, to ensure systematic learning and improvement within DF 
organisations, where through systematic peer review, system errors may be identified. The 
systematic implementation of Checkpoints for advice would strengthen the organisation's ability 
to correct systematic errors. Through the support of an Advisor during the DF process, 
investigating practitioners have an opportunity to learn and improve their skills during the 
investigation. By increasing the ability to do the task correctly in the first instance, practitioners 
are in a position to learn from successful experiences instead of mistakes.  
 
The quality of the result of a DF investigation should not be just a matter of trust, but one which 
is objectively evidencable with transparency in the QA and QC surrounding an investigation. 
Transparency is therefore a key factor of PARS. Instead of a guarantee of the credibility of any 
DF results solely being based on having possession of any appropriate accreditation or 
certification, transparency in those measures that have been applied (or not) during the evaluation 
of a given set of investigation results are seen as important. While the concepts of a technical and 
administrative review are used by ENFSI (2015a) and ISO/IEC (Watson and Jones, 2013) are 
quite general in nature, the Checkpoints, Peer Review Hierarchy and checklists in the PARS 
framework represent a standardised and transparent evaluative process, which makes it possible 
to assess in greater detail what has been done to improve the quality and control the final result 
of an investigation.  
 
Those labs with ISO 17025 accreditation will have implemented a quality management system 
where QC procedures form one of several measures.  Quality is according to ISO 9000:2015 (EN) 
(International Organization of Standardization, 2015) is the “degree to which a set of inherent 
characteristics of an object fulfils requirements”. The ‘object’ in this definition adheres to a number 
of manifestations such as a product, service, process, person, organisation, system or resources, 
which entails that quality may be measured at several levels and perspectives. Although it would 
be useful to compare a PARS implementation to implementation of other standards or guidelines, 
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we acknowledge that measuring and comparing quality and efficiency in a meaningful way is not 
straightforward. 
 
There may be several advantages with implementing a quality management system such as 
PARS. First, correcting errors when they have cascaded further into the investigation or trial and 
influenced decisions can be very resource intensive. A recent example of failure to detect errors 
in digital evidence is the Danish Telecom-scandal, where errors in processing software were 
detected during the spring of 2019 (Sorensen, 2019). After investigating the causes, an external 
review concluded that apparent errors could be traced back to 2010. All the criminal cases with 
telecom data from 2010 until the time the error was corrected (more than 10,000 at the time of 
writing) are currently under review. The external review uncovered a virtually non-existing quality 
regime, and that some of the errors could have been detected with non-advanced quality checks, 
such as comparing the number of rows in raw data vs the processed spreadsheets (Deloitte, 
2019).  
 
By implementing PARS, the ability to detect error may increase during the Checkpoints in the 
peer advice stage, and the peer review stage forms an additional opportunity for error detection 
and correction prior to handing over the result of the DF examination. Second, implementing the 
peer advice stage is the opportunity to improve the knowledge and skills of the practitioners while 
doing their daily work. While the practitioners may gain adequate formal training through courses 
and education, there is no guarantee that the skills are sufficient for eliminating errors or 
ineffective decisions during the DF process. The Checkpoints during the peer advice stage will 
provide immediate feedback, which is of significant importance for learning (Vera & Crossan, 
2004).  Third, the peer advice stage and Advisor Brief may provide valuable information and 
documentation to the organisation about where the risk of errors are most present. This 
knowledge may be used for correcting system errors, and identify whether there is a need for 
additional tools, training, and/or changes in the procedures.  
 
Implementing QA and QC measures within PARS model will come with a cost. However, it is 
hoped that this is seen by any organisations as an investment in ensuring the quality of their 
product. 
4.9 Future directions 
To gain knowledge about the effect of advice and review on the quality of DF investigative work, 
the implementation of PARS should be evaluated, and itself subject to review. In essence, this 
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series of work has designed and proposed PARS, and the next planned logical stage of our work 
is to evaluate the implementation of PARS by actual organisations. In addition, more knowledge 
is required regarding where in the DF process errors are most likely to occur, and which measures 
are best positioned to uncover or prevent these. Establishing this information will allow the 
refinement of the PARS review process. More information about the relationship between 
variables such as case type, practitioner experience and risk factors vs the scope of a review 
(level in the Peer Review Hierarchy) will also provide support for the continued development of 
effective peer review practices. 
 
5 Conclusion 
The forensic science community have universally adopted peer review, and very often in the form 
of verification, as an essential part of systems for quality management and error mitigation 
(Ballantyne et al., 2017). Whilst arguably, peer review is an important part of the DF process (as 
recommended in DF by organisations such as ENFSI (2015a), SWGDE (2017; 2018) and Interpol 
(2019)), there is no academic commentary discussing how it should be undertaken, leading to 
this piece being one of the first to propose and map a peer review process for this discipline. 
 
The PARS model outlines a six stage process, the peer advice stage where five Checkpoints are 
undertaken via an Advisor, followed by a sixth peer review stage where the Reviewer must identify 
an appropriate level of peer review in line with the ‘Peer Review Hierarchy’. In addition, dispute 
resolution is mapped and built into the process. In comparison to traditional peer review forms, 
which are generally considered to be a single staged approach at the close of an investigation, 
PARS approaches peer review with a more methodological comprehensive strategy in an effort 
to facilitate a robust peer review.  
 
Whilst it is best practice for an organisation to have a peer review of all case work produced by 
their practitioners, it is acknowledged that this may be unachievable at this time given challenges 
such as  growing backlogs, and constantly changing technologies. It is therefore necessary to 
state that PARS is not an ‘all or nothing’ approach to peer review. PARS is a flexible framework 
which can be compartmentalised and implemented over time, when an organisation finds it 
appropriate to engage in more of the elements it contains. It is argued that a shift to the systematic 
implementation of advice and review of a limited number of cases is a first step towards effective 
peer review.  
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We argue that an investment in the robust peer review methodology offered by PARS will provide 
long-term quality assurance benefits for an organisation. There is no doubt that reviewing work 
will involve a cost to the organisation in the form of time and resources, and this is acknowledged 
here. It requires vast knowledge not only to understand digital evidence, but also to be in a position 
to effectively question the evidence itself, and the trustworthiness of the process that resulted in 
it. We question whether there is sufficient knowledge in judicial systems to challenge the quality 
of digital evidence, which entails the knowledge to ask the right questions and understand the 
implications of the answers. Therefore, it is imperative that these checks are undertaken before 
any investigative work reaches this stage. Preventing errors through providing advice at the 
defined Checkpoints, and increasing ability to detect erroneous and misleading conclusions 
through implementing the Peer Review Hierarchy, is in our opinion a good investment in quality 
and an important measure for safeguarding the rule of law.   
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Appendix 1 - PARS Advisors template: 
Checkpoint 1 Assessment and preparation Advisor 
comment 
 
 
 
1. The task/mandate and case information: 
 
a. Has the practitioner/team provided detailed 
documentation regarding the case information 
received, together with the task to be undertaken?     
 
b. Has the practitioner/team documented the hypotheses 
which form the basis of the further examination? This 
includes for example, whether an innocence hypothesis 
is defined? 
 
c. Does the practitioner/team have a clear understanding 
of the scope and aim of the task? This may be a simple 
yes or no declaration ranging to a written statement by 
the practitioner, which describes their interpretation of 
what they believe they need to do. 
 
 
Comment:  
 
 2. Knowledge and experience (competence):  
a. Does the practitioner/team have the necessary 
investigative knowledge, so that they are capable of 
predicting where relevant traces to a given case 
type/crime phenomenon may be found?  
 
b. Does the practitioner/team have the necessary legal 
knowledge, to understand what legal conditions must 
 
Comment: 
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be fulfilled to prove/disprove the offence(s) under 
investigation? 
 
c. Does the practitioner/team understand which acts that 
would be recognised as evidential, and the digital data 
types which may describe if such activity has occurred 
on a given device? 
 
d. Does the practitioner/team possess the technological 
capabilities for carrying out the required investigation? 
This issue is likely to occur in more specialist cases, 
but it is necessary to identify early in the process as to 
whether limitations in capability may prevent a thorough 
examination of available data. This could be due to 
limitations or knowledge, or a lack of specific devices, 
equipment or software. 
  
 3. Understanding the particular offence / surrounding circumstances:  
a. To what degree has the practitioner/team made use of 
the available case information and predicted case 
specific traces which are considered to be capable of 
shedding light on a particular suspected offence under 
investigation? 
 
b. Does the practitioner/team understand the legal 
concepts associated with the suspected offence 
type(s), and the relevant evidential themes that should 
be covered in the examination? This entails 
understanding the basic legislative applicability and 
associated actions and digital data types which may 
 
Comment: 
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support or refute applications of the particular case 
under investigation. 
 
c. Has the practitioner/team identified relevant limitations 
or difficulties (legal, investigative, technological) of an 
investigation which may be apparent given details of 
the surrounding circumstances of the case and 
available digital data? Examples may include data 
stored in another jurisdiction (legal challenge), the 
offence being a novel crime phenomenon (investigative 
challenge) or non-locally stored data requiring further 
work or enquiries to secure access to it (technological 
challenge). It is important in such cases that there is a 
recognition of the existence of such data, and that any 
investigation does not simply proceed on the basis that 
it does not exist. 
 
 4. Client requirements and expectations:  
a. Has the practitioner/team clarified the scope of the 
work with the client, and is it achievable?  
Comment: 
 5. Case paperwork and data set verification:  
a. Has the practitioner/team determined the correct point 
of contact for the task, agreed on a contract for work, 
with an achievable remit? 
 
b. Has the practitioner/team controlled any received 
exhibits/data sets?   
 
 
Comment: 
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Checkpoint 2 Identification, handling, preservation and collection  
 1. Device identification and triage:  
a. Has the practitioner/team made a sufficient plan for the 
search? 
 
b. Has the relevant devices been identified and/or triaged, 
and is it plausible that the device will shed light on the 
case under investigation?  
 
c. Is there a reasonable belief in the necessity to 
take/omit taking devices? 
 
 
Comment: 
 1. Device handling procedures 
 
a. Are the devices handled in compliance with established 
procedures?  
 
b. If the handling of devices deviates from standard 
procedure, are the actions justified and accurately 
documented? 
     
 
Comment: 
 2. Device acquisition: 
 
a. Has the practitioner/team provided accurate 
documentation describing the acquisition process? 
 
b. If the acquisition deviates from standard procedure, are 
the actions justified and accurately documented?   
 
 
Comment: 
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c. Did the practitioner/team consider non-locally stored 
information, and take the necessary steps to check the 
availability, and if possible secure and acquire this 
information?  
 
 3. Verification of acquired data set: 
 
a. Has the practitioner/team verified the acquired data 
set? 
 
 
 
Comment: 
Checkpoint 3 Examination  
 1. Interpretation of case information: 
 
a. Does the practitioner/team fully understand the offence 
under investigation, and the associated behaviors that 
may have left digital traces? 
 
 
Comment: 
 2. Examination strategy: 
 
a. Are the investigative hypotheses of the case broken 
down to a sufficient sub-level in order to guide the 
examination of the evidence? 
 
b. Has the practitioner/team identified where the sources 
of information may be in order to test the sub-level 
hypotheses? 
 
 
Comment: 
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 3. Examination procedures: 
 
a. Has the practitioner/team chosen an adequate 
approach and tool(s) for processing? 
 
b. Has the practitioner/team implemented the tool(s) 
correctly considering the aim of the processing? 
 
c. Has the practitioner/team undertaken relevant 
measures to ensure that the tool is reliable and 
produces valid results? 
 
d. Has the practitioner/team considered to perform data 
recovery? If so, have the results been checked for 
errors? Are errors, limitations or reservations noted? 
 
 
Comment: 
Checkpoint 4 Analysis, interpretation and evaluation  
 1. Analysis strategy: 
 
a. Has the practitioner/team chosen an adequate analysis 
strategy? 
 
 
 2. Testing and validation of findings: 
 
a. Have the findings been validated, and is this sufficiently 
demonstrated in the documentation? 
 
 
Comment: 
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 3. Interpretation of findings: 
 
a. Are the interpretations of the findings done in line with 
the principles of balance, logic, robustness and 
transparency? 
 
 
Comment: 
 
 
Checkpoint 5 Investigative work complete?  
 a) Is all the investigative work complete? 
 
 
Comment: 
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Appendix 2  - PARS Advisor Brief template 
 
Case ID:______________     Peer Advisor:_________________________________                                                    
Key points in the narrative between Advisor and practitioner across all four Checkpoints (e.g. if 
the advice led to significant change in the planned approach): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key points of debate: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discrepancies/issues, and how these were rectified:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date:_____________         Signature, Advisor: ______________________________ 
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Appendix 3  
PARS Peer Review Hierarchy template 
Level in the 
Peer Review 
Hierarchy   
Queries Reviewer 
Comment 
Administrative 
Check 
a) Is the mandate/task accurately described, and does the 
report cover the mandate/task and the aim of the 
examination sufficiently? 
  
b. Did the practitioner/team describe the case information 
that was received prior to or during the examination? 
 
c. Has the practitioner/team described their own 
competence in the report, and was the competence 
adequate for undertaking the task? 
 
d. Is the analysis report completed in compliance with the 
template implemented by the unit, and is it signed? 
 
e. Is the casefile complete? 
 
f. Is the documentation in compliance with the standard 
applied in the unit? 
 
g. Is the product in line with the agreement/contract with the 
client?   
 
 
Comment: 
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Proof Check a. Is the report checked for spelling errors? 
 
b. Does the grammar need to be improved? 
 
c. If abbreviations are used, are they explained - and are 
they used consistently? 
 
 
Comment: 
Sense Review a. Is the language understandable? 
  
b. Are technical terms explained? 
 
c. Has the practitioner/team clearly conveyed whether the 
reporting is aimed at factual reporting, provide 
investigative advice or an evaluative opinion (or a 
combination)? 
 
d. Is it clear whether the report presents preliminary or final 
results? 
 
 
Comment: 
Conceptual 
Review 
Balance: 
a. Are the hypotheses that formed the basis for the 
examination described?   
 
b. Are relevant sub-hypotheses defined at the 
relevant level? (activity, source) 
 
c. Are the results described and evaluated in relation 
to at least two competing hypotheses? 
 
d. Is there internal consistency between the results 
and the conclusion? 
 
Comment: 
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e. Are the evaluative opinions stated in compliance 
with a defined structure, such as the Digital 
Evidence Certainty Descriptors (Horsman, 2020) 
or Case Assessment and Interpretation framework 
(CAI) (Jackson et al., 2015) and is the chosen 
structure referenced? 
 
 Logic: 
a. Are the grounds on which 
inferences/assumptions/interpretations are based 
justified and explained? Are they valid? 
 
b. Is the conclusion balanced, justified and 
explained?  
 
c. Does the strength of the conclusion reflect the 
findings it is based upon? 
 
 
Comment: 
 Robustness: 
a. Does the examination provide sufficient basis for 
the conclusion? 
 
Comment: 
 Transparency: 
a. Does the report refer to established 
processes/procedures? Are any deviances 
justified and documented? 
 
b. Are the processes and methods described 
accurately so that they may be repeated by 
others? 
 
Comment: 
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c. Does the practitioner/team demonstrate a clear 
distinction between facts and opinions 
(inferences/assumptions/interpretations/ 
evaluations about facts)? 
 
d. Are the findings presented accurately? 
 
e. Are the findings related to the context in which 
they were found? 
 
f. Are negative findings (searched, and did not find) 
documented (Horsman, 2018a)? 
 
g. Are reservations/uncertainty/limitations with 
methods, tools, results or conclusions conveyed? 
 
 Ethical/legal: 
a. Did the practitioner/team conduct the examination 
and reporting in accordance with the criminal 
procedure act and applicable code of 
conduct/ethics? 
 
b. Did the practitioner/team demonstrate 
independence during the examination and 
reporting? 
 
c. Was the presumption of innocence operationalised 
during the examination and reporting? 
 
 
Comment: 
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d. Have traces that may indicate innocence or 
mitigating circumstances actively been searched 
for and documented? 
 
e. Have searches for information that could confirm 
the suspect’s account been conducted and 
documented? 
 
Sampled  
Verification 
Review 
a. Did the practitioner/team make all findings and 
associated data available for verification? 
 
b. Can a representative sample of the results be verified 
(by the Reviewer) through using a different tool than 
the initial examiner used? 
 
c. Has the Reviewer provided accurate documentation of 
the verification process, and which results that have 
been verified? 
 
 
Comment: 
Full 
Verification 
Review 
a. Did the practitioner/team make all findings and 
associated data available for verification? 
 
b. Can all results be verified (by the Reviewer) through 
using a different tool than the initial examiner used? 
 
c. Has the Reviewer provided accurate documentation of 
the verification process, and which results that have 
been verified? 
 
 
 
Comment: 
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